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A.   INTRODUCTION  TO THF-.   A HS  AND  \CTTVITIKS 

1.1. To  teach apprupi ¿.ate  '.cu-hnology  to undergraduate industrial 

engineers. 

1.2. To train theme undergraduates'  f JI   aprropriale  technology practice. 

1.3. To devise   (raining  nrojivty  in  ap.jropi Late  technology. 

1.4. To construct  ;*nri   tost pco'ot/'.e  solutions  for industrial   problema. 

1.5. To dis emirate  i. u f .•* rr.n ;ion .ibiTüd concern*"!!?  ippropripte  technology. 

:* 

2.1. To  teach approprie re  lechuoli^y  im-oi/es ur;ing the experience of 

the  staff   fron. de*'<>l<;pnig  industries  at borne and overseas  for 

imparting  the appi opvi-ite  tccaru/logirol way oi   thinking to under- 

graduate  industrial  engine ¡rs.   The «"i*r.  ia  to make  then* aware of 

the probi en;.'  that   ca-   ai.rv in lievelnpjrg  industries  and   to suggest 

how  they rn.|'h»   Fini  solutions    This   is  doni  through  lectures, 

discussions  a"t!  .j-tua!   (.fisc studir*   l..»adin<> to participation in the 

analysid oi  pvcblem aiiuations. 

2.2. To  trair.  for approva iati ei^gi'ieeri^ig^ practice involves  the 

introduction oil  problem-solving   Luchniquca  in the workshops and 

labor. :ories,  by  oc;janis L-\i;  it jüt-nti   into small ^roupa  in order to 

investigate  appropriale solutions for  specific  industrial problems. 

This work  involves  'MIUO anilyiia    design,  construction and testing 

of prototypes;  each year,   the problems  arc related  to a central 

theme and  this year  it   is "helping handicrpp'jd people",  but other 

themes have   included "impaivLng  traditional water pumps" and 

"wind as a  source of energy". 

2.3. To devise training projects for  final yoar students  involves the 

knowledge of  technical  problems  and work activities   in order to 

produce torma of  reference for research projects that will help them 

to develop a constructive approach to  the development of  industry. 

The subjects  for  these projects originate from contacts made with 

developing industries  in the course of  consultancy and advisory 



work.   Before-  the project can tun-on*, a  practical   investigation, 

it  is  necessary to define  the problem and decide upon  the 

objective   for  ltw solution.   Ill«   terms  of  reference   for  this 

objective are  prepared  according  to   the  following,  five 

aspects   for  solving  problems:   - 

2)  !>p*-'cifi>atj_on     for  the  solution  giving details  of   the  cost», 

dimensions,   time   ,   materials  and   specific  properties. 

'*) Functions  to be  achieved  by  the   solution. 

4)  Subjective  Needs   that   satisfy   the  appearance,   prestile, 

maintenance  or  educational   needs  of   the  users. 

5> IÍ2¿iuíiÍaJ^AiÜl£5J-_s-  relntu  to  lhe  Price  Lo bc  paid   for  tl,C 

solution and  its  economi»   implications. 

Then,   alternative ways of achieving  these terms of   reference for 

«.project will  be   investigated as  technical  training  Cor 

Appropriate Technology which provides experience with different 

materials,   tools,  machines,  equipment  and work processes.   In this 

way,   final-year students obtain a practical  appreciation of  the 

difficulties  encountered when developing new products. 

A good example of   the way that   training projects can be devised 

fro» industrial   surveys  in dev« .oping countries  i„  the one carried 

out  in  Indonesia  in order to detemine how appropriate modern 

management  procedures and production methods were  for  the 

Indonesian metal   industry. 

It was discovered   that  there was a great need for certain modern 

techniques of management and  industrial  engineering  in  the 

Indonesian metal   industry  in order  to  improve  its development. 

Firstly, methods and  systems analysis  should be used  to evaluate 

the production functions and  streamline the organisation as a 

whole.   Secondly,   internal   problems could be  relieved with effective 

cost  accounting and work measurement   in order to  reduce machine 

times,   to control  manufacturing costs,   to  improve quality of 
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production and to  standardise work operations. ThirdLy, external 

factors that influenced productivity would have less effect if 

there were better  training procedures  for the indigenous 

personnel,  better facilities for financing industrial developments, 

better facilities for financing  industrial developments,  better 

maintenance of plant and equipment,  closer liaison between markets 

and producers,  less need  for  importation of replacements and nor« 

effective procurement procedures. 

The specific investigations which resulted from that .survey 

included the following: 

1. A training programme for the metal  industry in Indonesia. 

2. A course on planning maintenance for machine tools. 

3. An investigation of  the metal  industry in Peru. 

4. Design of cast  iron products for a group of small  foundies. 

5. A feasibility study for producing diesel  engines  in Indonesia. 

6. The reorganisation of small  scale  industries in other 

developing countries. 

7. Developing a    Production Engineering School at  Bandung, 

Institute of Technology. 

8. Management training for the  Indonesian textile  industry. 

9. An organisation structure fc - the  Indonesian metal industry. 

IO.  A procedure for standardising metal components. 

2.4. To develop advanced projects  to be undertaken by postgraduate 

students and staff in order to  investigate the special conditions 

that exist in developing small  industries.  Initially,  local 

••all scale industry is examined because much of  the experience 

available in the developed countries can be adapted appropriately 

to developing countries.  The finance and organisation of these 

projects are after arranged by a central body at Eindhoven 

University called  the Committee for  International  Cooperative 

Activities (CICA) which is responsible for promoting assistance 

to developing countries. The Chairman is ir.  B. van Bronckhorst. 

These projects are also concerned with designing and constructing 

prototypes for the manufacture of appropriate products for either 
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private or public industries.   Sometimes the projects «re 

independínt, but many are joint cooperations with     institutions 

in the developing countries.  Roughly speaking, 80Z of  the 

projects are concerned with the traditional manufacturing 

sector which is  related to the needs of the rural and urban 

poor, whilst  the other I'OI is concerned with rhe transfer of 

andern technology. The following institut  ions have collaborated 

in      developing prototypes for industries in developing countries: 

- Development Technology Centre,  Institut Teknologi,   Bandung/ 

Indonesia; 

- Small  Industry Development Organisation, Dar es Salaam/Tancania; 

- Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement, Colombo/Sri-Lanka; 

- Pontificia Universidad Católica del  Peru; 

- Centro de Estudios Económicas^ Sociales del Tercer Mundo; 

- University of Zambia, Lusaka/Zambia; 

- University of Suriname,  Paramaribo/Suriname; 

- Polytechnic University, Hanoi/Vietnam; 

- Tanzania Metalwork Cooperative Society (TAMECO) 

- Institut Teknologi,  Surabaya/Indonesia. 

- Solidariteitsinstituut,  Santiago/Cabo Verde. 

2.5. To disseminate information abroad is the aim of all staff swmbers 

of the group when they presen:  lectures,  prepare papers«  hold 

seminars, or perform consultancy work. Appropriate technology can 

be taken for granted when it is most effective because the results 

are so appropriate; however,  appropriate solutions are only 

obvious to people who have the experience to look for them.  It 

is this experience that provides valuable information for 
.. 8 
disenunating to  the less developed industries. Courses on 

development problems are financed each year by the Netherlands 

Universities Foundation for  International Cooperation  (NUFFIC) 

and are presented by the national universities in rotation. 

A policy of NUFFIC stresses the importance of education , and 

technology in particular, being transfered to the developing 

countries themselves as much as possible; consequently,  staff 

/ •-- 
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members are encouraged  to  act   as  visitine    lectures   to  developing 

institutions.  Furthermore,   it   is  the task of  NUFFIC   to   supervise 

and  guide   the execution of   projects on development   rooperaUon 

which   form    part of   the  IHK)   programme related  to  overseas 

developments  that benefit   large  sections of  the  population. 

These  activities are directed   towards the strengthening  of 

scientific   institutions   in  developing countries by  dfa-.remin.iting 

to   them  the knowledge and  skills  that are available   in  Netherlands 

universities. 

The  particular expertise   ia  available in the AT Group at 

Eindhoven University is   the   ability to transfer  technology  that 

is  appropriate to developing   small   industries.  A strategy  for the 

transfer of  technology has   been developed as an exchange model 

for  use   in   Indonesia,  but   it   can apply to other developing 

countries  too. 

I 
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3. Existing and Proposal Experimental Development work in the 

vakgroep Appropriate Technology. 

3.1.  Existing projects 

- Cooperation with  the Sarvodaya Schramadana Movement in 

Sri-Lanka. Financed  by N0V13,   this project aims at introducing 

Socially Appropriate Technologies through the training centers 

of  the Movement.   These  training centers are part of the 

community development plan which is operational  in about 700 

Sri-Lankan   villages.  The project  i.. excecuted together with 

the TOOL Foundation. 

- Cooperation with the Development Tecnnology Center, at the 

Institute of Technology,  Bandung,   Indonesia. Financed by DTH. 

This project aims  at establishing an information center for 

appropriate technologies,  and a need-response unit in which 

appropriate hardware is developed in direct cooperation with 

requesting groups. Furthermore,  the project provides a base for 

training Indonesian volunteers,  as well as giving an opportunity 

for the KKN program of the Universities  ( a study-service scheme 

for students ).  This project started early  1976 and is also 

executed together with the TOOL Foundation. 

- Assistance to the Tanzanian Metalwork Cooperative Society,  in 

collaboration with the SmaU  Industry Development Organisation. 

This project aims  at improving of productivity and quality within 1>h« 

cooperative. 

The      foregoing projects are aimed at rural  areas of developing 

countries. The vakgroep is acquiring experience in developing and 

assisting   such projects,  as well as contributing in actual 

organising and hardware development.  Students  take part in these 

projects that are mainly carried out by the overseas partner. 

The vakgroep   provides support to the counterpart. 

Another type of projects  is carried out in the field of snail 

industries, more particularly in socio-economically weak regions. 

Main issues under study are: 
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- Small  scale production and its  socio-economie role, 

- Managing small production organisations, 

- Developing small  industry, 

- Training needs for small industry. 

Studies undertaken arc: 

- Patterns of small  industry and  socio-economic effects in the 

Roermond region, Netherlands. 

- Technology and Organisation of  cimali  public  transportation 

systems,   in and around Bandung,   Indonesia. 

- Problems of  Small  Industry,  a cooperation between the situation 

in Suriname and Zuid-Limburg,  Netherlands. 

- Small  industries in West Lake Region,  Tanzania. 

- Manufacturing of small diesel engines, using small mechanical 

workshops  in Western Java,  Indonesia.. 

Activities in both fields of study  (  technology for rural areas, 

and small   industry ) are to be supported by theoretical studies, 

and hardware development. The vakgroep will not undertake basic 

research,  but aims at a   selective application of   existing 

knowledge.   Requests for doing specific development work arises 

from the projects and studies carried out so far, as well as from 

outside sources. 

3.2. Proposed projects. 

- Technique and organisation for small   industry; 

- Systemic management for small  industry, 

- 'Scaling down'    oxisting processes, 

- Developing workshop processes for handicraft production, 

- Maintenance programmes, 

- Training programmes for skill development, 

- Specific hardware projects, 

solar energy refrigerator, 

internal combustion pump for water, 

cretean type windmill and pumping device. 
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B*   ^'t-egrativc approach 

I. Considerations. 

Over  the  b years of   its excistance,   t!ie vnkgroep has   acquired 

experience  in a wide variety of  activities. A number of average 

sized projects wore carried  out   in developing countries, and an 

extensive documentation  is  now be in« worked at.   Furthermore,  7 

students  did   their graduate   (Ir.,   equal   to M.l.K.)  work  under 

supervision of  the v.ikgroep.   Their  studies ranged  from appropriate 

technology  in  sheltered workshops   for  the mentally  retarded  to 

a checklist  for technology  assessment studies.   Their work  took   • 

them to South America,  Africa,   India,  and South  East Asia. 

At present - as was mentioned  in  the introduction part of this 

paper -  the vakgrocp devotes  a   large part of its  time   to education, 

especially  introducing freshmen  to  the problems  and promises of 

learning "industrial  engineering design under odd conditions". 

For it   is believed  that  training  engineers to arrive at  solution« 

especially when standard procedures do not wholly apply,  is a must 

for the next  decades,   both  in developing countries and   in western 

countries.  The vakgroep believes   that appropriate  technology should 
begin at  home! 

Three main areas where appropriate   technologies will   be  requested 
are: 

- production systems of  the western hemisphere;   to bring those 

in tune with the limitations  imposed gradually, more  particularly 

with  respect  to materials  and energy. 

- systems connecting  the economics  of western countries   to those 

of developing countries    Transfer of Technology and  Selection 

and application of technologier, are main ISBUCS here. 

- original  production systems  of  the developing countries; primitive 

as  they might seem but proven  to be able to absorb population 
increase. 
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The objective here is to strengthen those systems, as well 

at widening their scope and capacities. 

3» Í2BÍ£i«.SS¿SÍ_£2DSÍáEíaíÍ2n# 

The main focus of attention of the vakgroep has been on the 

third area mentioned. Thi^yill remain so, but also structural 

studies in the second area/to be carried out. 

A preliminary study on technology transfer in Indonesia showed 

the dependence of that country on transferee skills from abroad and 

special equipment, materials, energy and information of all 

types compared to the 'normal' western conditions, no effective 

functioning of medium and small industry in such a country can 

b« expected, unless measures are taken to alleviate these 

problems. 

Toe way the growth of industrial sectors is planned is ag$revatinf the 

difficulties that are encountered in industrial development. For 

instance when a country aims at increasing its textile production, 

two things will happen. Firstly, a shift from manual weaving to 

mechanical, large size operations, and secondly the simultaneous 

occurence of unemployed in the manual sector and manpower shortage 

in the new mechanical sector. Existing educational facilities 

cannot cope with the problem, so training facilities are looked 

for and found abroad. Returning local citizens tend to become 

'pseudo expatriates* with preferences towards modern capital 

intensive solutions, and without any knowledge of alternatives 

for more appropriate, e.g. labour intensive, solutions. 

Technology transfer therefore has to be carried out taking into 

consideration the effects on employment, skill development, 

dependence on foreign supplies of materials and equipment, 

manpower requirements and information demands. It JB suggested 
that technology assessment units are established in developing 

countries, in order to regulate incoming technology in accord 

with the development patterns prevailing. Furthermore it seems 
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reasonable to establish legal control over technology 

development, eg - the Mexican Acts concerning the Registration 

of Transfer of Technology and rhe Uie and Exploitation of 

Patenta and Trademarks. 

Within these encompassing controls, attention should be devoted 

to establishing training schemes matched to the manpower needs 

of the growing industrial sectors; peak demands of manpower 

are to be expected about halfway the period during which the 

targets are reached. Such training schemes should be supplemen- 

tary to the existing institutionalised education. Therefore 

supplementary training facilities should be established in time »Ion« 

with    industrial development. 

finally as the local (small scale) enterpreneur stands at the 

heart of development, studies on the subject of innate enter- 

preneurship will be conducive to arrive at more appropriate 

•ethods of management, as well as better instruments for judging 

•Mil scale industries performance. It is suggested that small 

industry extension units are to be encouraged, and where 

existing, further upgraded to fulfil their task better. 

4. Ï2_IU5C'2liSS • 

The vakgroep Appropriate Technology is a small unit in the 

growing department for Industrial Engineering of Eindhoven 

University, Holland. Its contributions are in the fields of 

education and experimental development. Students are trained 

for "industrial engineering design under old conditions". 

The vakgroep engages in studies and experimental development 

in aaall scale industrier and rural technology. Both micro 

and «aero studies are undertaken. 
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All work is done in cooperation with others, in the Netherlands 

and countries abroad, particularly  those that are in the 

course of development. The  vakgroap prefero to act nu a support 

to overseas counterparts. 
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Appropriate Technology which provides experience with different 
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way,   final-year students obtain a practical  appreciation of  the 
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out  in  Indonesia  in order to detemine how appropriate modern 
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techniques of management and  industrial  engineering  in  the 
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the production functions and  streamline the organisation as a 
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cost  accounting and work measurement   in order to  reduce machine 

times,   to control  manufacturing costs,   to  improve quality of 
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production and to  standardise work operations. ThirdLy, external 

factors that influenced productivity would have less effect if 

there were better  training procedures  for the indigenous 

personnel,  better facilities for financing industrial developments, 

better facilities for financing  industrial developments,  better 

maintenance of plant and equipment,  closer liaison between markets 

and producers,  less need  for  importation of replacements and more 

effective procurement procedures. 

The specific investigations which resulted from that .survey 

included the following: 

1. A training programme for the metal  industry in Indonesia. 

2. A course on planning maintenance for machine tools. 

3. An investigation of  the metal  industry in Peru. 

4. Design of cast  iron products for a group of small  foundies. 

5. A feasibility study for producing diesel  engines  in Indonesia. 

6. The reorganisation of small  scale  industries in other 

developing countries. 

7. Developing a    Production Engineering School at  Bandung, 

Institute of Technology. 

8. Management training for the  Indonesian textile  industry. 

9. An organisation structure ft;' the  Indonesian metal industry. 

IO.  A procedure for standardising metal components. 

2.4. To develop advanced projects  to be undertaken by postgraduate 

students and staff in order to  investigate the special conditions 

that exist in developing small  industries.  Initially,  local 

••all scale industry is examined because much of  the experience 

available in the developed countries can be adapted appropriately 

to developing countries.  The finance and organisation of these 

projects are after arranged by a central body at Eindhoven 

University called  the Committee for  International  Cooperative 

Activities (CICA) which is responsible for promoting assistance 

to developing countries. The Chairman is ir.  B. van Bronckhorst. 

These projects are also concerned with designing and constructing 

prototypes for the manufacture of appropriate products for either 
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be taken for granted when it is most effective because the results 

are so appropriate; however,  appropriate solutions are only 

obvious to people who have the experience to look for them.  It 

is this experience that provides valuable information for 
.. 8 
disenunating to  the less developed industries. Courses on 

development problems are financed each year by the Netherlands 

Universities Foundation for  International Cooperation  (NUFFIC) 

and are presented by the national universities in rotation. 

A policy of NUFFIC stresses the importance of education , and 

technology in particular, being transfered to the developing 

countries themselves as much as possible; consequently,  staff 

/ •-- 
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members are encouraged  to  act   as  visitine    lectures   to  developing 

institutions.  Furthermore,   it   is  the task of  NUFFIC   to   supervise 

and  guide   the execution of   projects on development   rooperaUon 

which   form    part of   the  IHK)   programme related  to  overseas 

developments  that benefit   large  sections of  the  population. 

These  activities are directed   towards the strengthening  of 

scientific   institutions   in  developing countries by  dfa-.remin.iting 

to   them  the knowledge and  skills  that are available   in  Netherlands 

universities. 

The  particular expertise   ia  available in the AT Group at 

Eindhoven University is   the   ability to transfer  technology  that 

is  appropriate to developing   small   industries.  A strategy  for the 

transfer of  technology has   been developed as an exchange model 

for  use   in   Indonesia,  but   it   can apply to other developing 

countries  too. 
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3. Existing and Proposal Experimental Development work in the 

vakgroep Appropriate Technology. 

3.1.  Existing projects 

- Cooperation with  the Sarvodaya Schramadana Movement in 

Sri-Lanka. Financed  by N0V13,   this project aims at introducing 

Socially Appropriate Technologies through the training centers 

of  the Movement.   These  training centers are part of the 

community development plan which is operational  in about 700 

Sri-Lankan   villages.  The project  i.. excecuted together with 

the TOOL Foundation. 

- Cooperation with the Development Tecnnology Center, at the 

Institute of Technology,  Bandung,   Indonesia. Financed by DTH. 

This project aims  at establishing an information center for 

appropriate technologies,  and a need-response unit in which 

appropriate hardware is developed in direct cooperation with 

requesting groups. Furthermore,  the project provides a base for 

training Indonesian volunteers,  as well as giving an opportunity 

for the KKN program of the Universities  ( a study-service scheme 

for students ).  This project started early  1976 and is also 

executed together with the TOOL Foundation. 

- Assistance to the Tanzanian Metalwork Cooperative Society,  in 

collaboration with the SmaU  Industry Development Organisation. 

This project aims  at improving of productivity and quality within 1>h« 

cooperative. 

The      foregoing projects are aimed at rural  areas of developing 

countries. The vakgroep is acquiring experience in developing and 

assisting   such projects,  as well as contributing in actual 

organising and hardware development.  Students  take part in these 

projects that are mainly carried out by the overseas partner. 

The vakgroep   provides support to the counterpart. 

Another type of projects  is carried out in the field of snail 

industries, more particularly in socio-economically weak regions. 

Main issues under study are: 
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- Small  scale production and its  socio-economie role, 

- Managing small production organisations, 

- Developing small  industry, 

- Training needs for small industry. 

Studies undertaken arc: 

- Patterns of small  industry and  socio-economic effects in the 

Roermond region, Netherlands. 

- Technology and Organisation of  cimali  public  transportation 

systems,   in and around Bandung,   Indonesia. 

- Problems of  Small  Industry,  a cooperation between the situation 

in Suriname and Zuid-Limburg,  Netherlands. 

- Small  industries in West Lake Region,  Tanzania. 

- Manufacturing of small diesel engines, using small mechanical 

workshops  in Western Java,  Indonesia.. 

Activities in both fields of study  (  technology for rural areas, 

and small   industry ) are to be supported by theoretical studies, 

and hardware development. The vakgroep will not undertake basic 

research,  but aims at a   selective application of   existing 

knowledge.   Requests for doing specific development work arises 

from the projects and studies carried out so far, as well as from 

outside sources. 

3.2. Proposed projects. 

- Technique and organisation for small   industry; 

- Systemic management for small  industry, 

- 'Scaling down'    oxisting processes, 

- Developing workshop processes for handicraft production, 

- Maintenance programmes, 

- Training programmes for skill development, 

- Specific hardware projects, 

solar energy refrigerator, 

internal combustion pump for water, 

cretean type windmill and pumping device. 
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B*   ^'t-egrativc approach 

I. Considerations. 

Over  the  b years of   its excistance,   t!ie vnkgroep has   acquired 

experience  in a wide variety of  activities. A number of average 

sized projects wore carried  out   in developing countries, and an 

extensive documentation  is  now be in« worked at.   Furthermore,  7 

students  did   their graduate   (Ir.,   equal   to M.l.K.)  work  under 

supervision of  the v.ikgroep.   Their  studies ranged  from appropriate 

technology  in  sheltered workshops   for  the mentally  retarded  to 

a checklist  for technology  assessment studies.   Their work  took   • 

them to South America,  Africa,   India,  and South  East Asia. 

At present - as was mentioned  in  the introduction part of this 

paper -  the vakgrocp devotes  a   large part of its  time   to education, 

especially  introducing freshmen  to  the problems  and promises of 

learning "industrial  engineering design under odd conditions". 

For it   is believed  that  training  engineers to arrive at  solution« 

especially when standard procedures do not wholly apply,  is a must 

for the next  decades,   both  in developing countries and   in western 

countries.  The vakgroep believes   that appropriate  technology should 
begin at  home! 

Three main areas where appropriate   technologies will   be  requested 
are: 

- production systems of  the western hemisphere;   to bring those 

in tune with the limitations  imposed gradually, more  particularly 

with  respect  to materials  and energy. 

- systems connecting  the economics  of western countries   to those 

of developing countries    Transfer of Technology and  Selection 

and application of technologier, are main ISBUCS here. 

- original  production systems  of  the developing countries; primitive 

as  they might seem but proven  to be able to absorb population 
increase. 
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The objective here is to strengthen those systems, as well 

at widening their scope and capacities. 

3» Í2BÍ£i«.SS¿SÍ_£2DSÍáEíaíÍ2n# 

The main focus of attention of the vakgroep has been on the 

third area mentioned. Thi^yill remain so, but also structural 

studies in the second area/to be carried out. 

A preliminary study on technology transfer in Indonesia showed 

the dependence of that country on transferee skills from abroad and 

special equipment, materials, energy and information of all 

types compared to the 'normal' western conditions, no effective 

functioning of medium and small industry in such a country can 

b« expected, unless measures are taken to alleviate these 

problems. 

Toe way the growth of industrial sectors is planned is ag$revatinf the 

difficulties that are encountered in industrial development. For 

instance when a country aims at increasing its textile production, 

two things will happen. Firstly, a shift from manual weaving to 

mechanical, large size operations, and secondly the simultaneous 

occurence of unemployed in the manual sector and manpower shortage 

in the new mechanical sector. Existing educational facilities 

cannot cope with the problem, so training facilities are looked 

for and found abroad. Returning local citizens tend to become 

'pseudo expatriates* with preferences towards modern capital 

intensive solutions, and without any knowledge of alternatives 

for more appropriate, e.g. labour intensive, solutions. 

Technology transfer therefore has to be carried out taking into 

consideration the effects on employment, skill development, 

dependence on foreign supplies of materials and equipment, 

manpower requirements and information demands. It JB suggested 
that technology assessment units are established in developing 

countries, in order to regulate incoming technology in accord 

with the development patterns prevailing. Furthermore it seems 
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reasonable to establish legal control over technology 

development, eg - the Mexican Acts concerning the Registration 

of Transfer of Technology and rhe Uie and Exploitation of 

Patenta and Trademarks. 

Within these encompassing controls, attention should be devoted 

to establishing training schemes matched to the manpower needs 

of the growing industrial sectors; peak demands of manpower 

are to be expected about halfway the period during which the 

targets are reached. Such training schemes should be supplemen- 

tary to the existing institutionalised education. Therefore 

supplementary training facilities should be established in time »Ion« 

with    industrial development. 

finally as the local (small scale) enterpreneur stands at the 

heart of development, studies on the subject of innate enter- 

preneurship will be conducive to arrive at more appropriate 

•ethods of management, as well as better instruments for judging 

•Mil scale industries performance. It is suggested that small 

industry extension units are to be encouraged, and where 

existing, further upgraded to fulfil their task better. 

4. Ï2_IU5C'2liSS • 

The vakgroep Appropriate Technology is a small unit in the 

growing department for Industrial Engineering of Eindhoven 

University, Holland. Its contributions are in the fields of 

education and experimental development. Students are trained 

for "industrial engineering design under old conditions". 

The vakgroep engages in studies and experimental development 

in aaall scale industrier and rural technology. Both micro 

and «aero studies are undertaken. 
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All work is done in cooperation with others, in the Netherlands 

and countries abroad, particularly  those that are in the 

course of development. The  vakgroap prefero to act nu a support 

to overseas counterparts. 






